CLEARPATH® OS 2200:
A PREMIER OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
FOR TODAY’S BUSINESS DEMANDS

A New Era of Business Demands

Unparalleled Value

Anywhere, anytime access. Unbroken availability.
Impenetrable security. Data integrity. Low costs.

The operating environment for ClearPath Dorado systems,
ClearPath OS 2200 lets you run hundreds of critical
applications and process a high volume of transactions
under a single instance. It provides:

These demands drive the way organizations shape and manage
their core business applications. They’re critical considerations
that must be met in order to capitalize on shifting consumer
preferences and ward off emerging competitive threats.
But this can be difficult when so many companies build their
operating environments with components and technologies
from multiple vendors. Cobbling resources together in this
manner raises costs, introduces reliability, support, and
compatibility issues, and delays time to market.

 An integrated software stack: With our integrated approach,
you’ll be able to realize higher levels of availability and reliability,
while accelerating the pace of change.
 Unsurpassed security: Multi-layered, built-in protection helps you
maintain data integrity and reduce the risk of lost revenue, brand
dissatisfaction, regulatory sanctions, and legal costs.
 Flexible licensing models: With the agility to cost-effectively
handle fluctuating demand, you’ll align financial considerations
with your business and IT needs.

Thankfully, there is a different approach.

Integrated, Powerful, Secure
With ClearPath® OS 2200, you get an operating environment
that is designed, developed, tested, and integrated as a
single unit. Leveraging countless market-leading innovations
ClearPath OS 2200 is purpose-built to deliver optimal
performance, security, and reliability in today’s most
demanding environments.

 Advanced application development: The ability to develop
and enrich applications using industry-standard skills and
tools makes it easier to keep pace with changing business
requirements.
 100% code and data portability: With code and data that stays
consistent between versions, you’ll be able to reduce the risk
and costs associated with upgrading to new systems and
releases.
 Integration with heterogeneous applications, data and systems
using a comprehensive set of industry standard middleware.
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